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ON LOCKETT'S CONJECTURE FOR FINITE GROUPS

By

Aleksander Grytczuk and Nikolay T. Vorob'ev

All groups in this paper are finite. A class of groups F will be called the

Fitting's class if there are satisfiedthe following two conditions:

1°. if GeFand N<]G then iVeF

2°. if G^NtNz, Nt<lG and Nts=F; i-l, 2 then GelF.

By the condition 2°it follows that if F is an arbitrary nonempty Fitting's class

then the product GF of all normal F-subgroups of G belongs to F. It has been

remarked in the paper £3] that the description of construction of a Fitting class

is very difficultproblem in general case.

Many well-known results concerning soluble Fitting classes are strictlycon-

nected with Lockett's construction given in [5]. Namely, if F is any Fitting

class then F*={G: (GxG)F is subdirect in GxG} is also the Fitting class.

Moreover, we denote by F# the intersection of all such Fitting classes X

for which X*=F*.

In the paper [5] Lockett conjectured that every soluble Fitting class F is

the same as F*nN(F), where N(F) denotes the normal Fitting class generated

by F.

Nonempty Fitting class X is called normal if a subgroup Gx of G is a

maximal X-subgroup of G. In [2] Bryce and Cossey proved that the Lockett's

condition is satisfied by soluble Fitting's class iff F*=F*r＼y* where y* is a

minimal normal Fitting's class and y denotes the class of all soluble groups.

They also proved that primitive saturated formations which are Fitting classes

satisfy the Lockett conjecture. In [8] was proved that all soluble local Fitting

classes F satisfy Lockett's condition whenever F^N0, where No denotes the

class of all nilpotent groups. Note that the classes XN0 and XynTn1, considerec

in [1] are particular cases of mentioned above. Now, we can consider non-

empty class U of finitegroups with respect to the operations S, Q, R, Ext&

described in [7].

The class U will be called universal class.

Then we see that fundamental problem concerning the construction of Fit-
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ting classesX and U is the following:

Problem 1. For which Fitting's classes X and U we have

(*) JT*=X*n£7*.

In this paper we show that (*) is true when X is local and every group G^U

satisfies G/GX(V)^j for all primes p^II(X), where x denotes the function

locally defining the class X.

Our resultimproves and generalizes the fundamental theorem of [8]. Namely

if U=y then we obtain that any soluble and local Fitting class satisfiesthe

Lockett's condition, so the condition F^N0 given in [8] can be omitted. The

Fitting class F will be called local (see [9], [10]) or the Fitting class with

radical function /, if f(p) is the Fitting class for all primes p and

F=uK(F)n( n f{p)upup,).

By the product of two Fitting classes F and H we mean the class of all groups

such that GIGF^E, (Cf. [7]).

Lemma 1. If F is local Fitting class then F=F*

For the proof see [9].

Lemma 2. Let F and H be the Fitting classes. Then we have

1° // FQH then F*QH*

2° (F*)*=F*gFgF*=(F*)*.

For the proof see [5] and [8].

Lemma 3. Let F be a Fitting class and H denotes the Fitting class which is

saturated homomorph.

Then

(FH)*=F*H.

For the proof see [81.

If F is a Fitting class then the subgroup V of the group G will be called

F-injector of G if V r＼A/is a maximal .F-subgroup of N for any subnormal in G

of the subgroup N.

Lemma 4. // G^Fj then there exist F-injectorsin the group G and any two

of them are conjugates.
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For the proof see [6].

Let Y{F, H) denotes the class of all groups such that F-injectors exist and

are //-suborouns. We have

Lemma 5. Let F=FUP and H be the Fitting classes. If every group G^U

satisfiesG/GF^j then Y(F, HU'p>) is alsoFitting class and moreover if H is local

then

Y{F, (HUP.)*) = (X(F, HUP.))* .

The proof of Lemma 5 follows by Lemma 4, Theorem 3.3 of [4] Lemma 1

of rn.

Lemma 6. Every local Fitting class F is defined by a radical function f

such that f(t>)U-n=f(t))^F for all trimes t>.

The proof of Lemma 6 follows by slighty modification of the proof of

Lemma 1 from [8].

Now. we can Drove the main result:

Theorem. // X is theFittingclasswithradicalfunctionx and every group

G^U, where U is the universalclass,satisfiesG/GX(p)^T for allprimes p&

U{X) then

Proof. By Lemma 1 we have X*=X. Thus we can prove that X*=

Xr＼U*, From Lemma 2 we have X*^=U* and J^gl and thereforewe obtain

X*£Xn£/*. It sufficesto prove that Jnf/*£l*. By Lemma 6 we can

assume without loss of generalitythat for allprimes p, x(p)Up=x(p)^X. Let

GeU. Then by Lemma 4 we have that in G there exist x(£)-injectorsand

any two of them are conjugatesin G. From Lemma 3 and Lemma 2 we obtain

(XUP.)*=X*UP. = (X*)*UP. = (X*UP.)* .

By last equalityit follows that x(p)Q(XUp-)*.

Consequently Y(x{p),(X*Up.)*)=U.

Thus by Lemma 5 we obtain (Y(x(p),(X*UP<))* = U. But by the second

part of the assertionof Lemma 2 we have U*=(Y(x(p), JT*£/P0)*.

From Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 we obtainthat £/*is containedin the Fitting

classY(x(p),X*UP.).

T'hna wp hnvp
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x(p)r＼u*Qx(p)r＼Y(x(p),x*up.)=x(p)nx*up.QX*up-

and consequently

( r＼ x(p)up.)r＼u*( n up.)qx*( n uv,).
pe.itiX) pex(X) p<=iz(X)

Hence

and therefore

xnt/*sx*

and the proof our Theorem is complete.

Corollary. Every solubleand localFittingclassF satisfies

F*=F*r＼r*.

Remark. There existnon-localsolubleFittingclassesfor which Lockett's

conditionis true.

Indeed,let F be a normal classof Fittingsuch that F*―j.

Then by Lemma 1 we have that F is non-localFittingclass. But from

Lemma 2 we have F*=y* and consequentlyF*=F*ny*.

So it would be of some interestto solve the following:

Problem 2. Characterizenon-normal and non-localsoluble Fitting classes

satisfyingLockett'scondition.
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